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July 18–July 21, 1996
SCHEDULE NOTES & SPECIAL EVENTS

Registration
WILSON HALL LOBBY
Friday, 8:30 am–3:00 pm

Book Exhibit
Friday and Saturday, 8:30 am–5:00 pm
Sunday, 8:30 am–noon

Advisory Council Meeting
WILSON 112
Friday, 12:45 pm–2:30 pm

Hermitage Tour and Barbeque
THE HERMITAGE
Friday, 6:00
Transportation will be provided

Editorial Board Meeting
WILSON 112
Saturday, 12:45 pm–2:30 pm

Business Meeting
WILSON 126
Saturday, 5:00 pm–6:00 pm

Reception
BRANSCOMB QUADRANGLE SOUTH DINING ROOM
Saturday, 6:00 pm–7:30 pm

Presidential Banquet
BRANSCOMB QUADRANGLE SOUTH DINING ROOM
Saturday, 7:30 pm–10:00 pm

Special Host: Robert V. Remini
University of Illinois at Chicago, emeritus

Presidential Address:
"Andrew Jackson’s Honor"
Bertram Wyatt-Brown, University of Florida

Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tennessee
July 18–July 21, 1996

This meeting is hosted by
Vanderbilt University and the Hermitage
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President
BERTRAM WYATT-BROWN,
University of Florida

Program Committee
RICHARD R. JOHN, University of Illinois
at Chicago, Chair
JOYCE APPLEBY, UCLA
JOYCE E. CHAPLIN, Vanderbilt University
EDITH B. CELLES, Stanford University
DANIEL WALKER HOWE, Oxford University
PETER B. KNUPFER, Kansas State University
DONALD J. RUTCLIFFE, University of Durham
ALAN TAYLOR, University of California at Davis

Local Arrangements
JOYCE E. CHAPLIN,
Vanderbilt University

Cooperative Book Exhibit
GREGORY M. BRITTON,
Madison House Publishers, Inc.

Thursday, July 18, 1996
OPENING SESSION 8:00 PM–10:00 PM

\checkmark The Iconography of Freedom in Early
America, 1760–1815

Wilson 103

Moderator
Peter S. Onuf, University of Virginia

Address
David Hackett Fischer, Brandeis University

Discussants
Richard D. Brown, University of Connecticut
Michael Grossberg, Indiana University
Peter S. Onuf

Friday, July 19, 1996
SESSION 1 FRIDAY, 8:30 AM–10:15 AM

\checkmark Cultural Politics in the Early National West

Wilson 115

Chair
Stephen A. Aron, Princeton University

Papers
Alan Taylor, University of California at Davis
The Unadilla Hunt Club: Nature, Class, and Power in
Rural New York State during the 1820s

Daniel Dupre, Univ. of North Carolina at Charlotte
Boom and Bust on the Cotton Frontier: Land and the
Politics of Relief in the Old Southwest

SHEAR wishes to express its special thanks
to Vanderbilt University, the Hermitage,
the staff of the Journal of the Early Republic,
and Madison House Publishers
for their generous support.
Comments
Gregory H. Nobles, Georgia Inst. of Technology
Stephen A. Aron

Roundtable Discussion: Worlds Apart?
The Early Republic & the Twentieth Century
*Wilson 103*

Moderator
Mary Kupiec Cayton, Miami University

Panelists
Lewis C. Perry, Vanderbilt University
Lawrence J. Friedman, Indiana University
Robert H. Abzug, University of Texas at Austin

Comment
The Audience

Slavery and Freedom in the Upper South
*Wilson 112*

Chair
Mitchell Snay, Denison University

Papers
Meaghan N. Duff, College of William & Mary
*The Persistence of an Ideology: Antislavery & Proslavery Thought in Revolutionary Virginia*

T. Stephen Whitman, Mount Saint Mary's College
*"Only the Most Worthless Would be Freed": Proslavery and Free People of Color in Early National Maryland*

Comment
John B. Boles, Rice University

Poverty, Slavery, & Wage Labor in Antebellum Economic Ideology
*Wilson 113*

Chair
Randolph A. Roth, Ohio State University

Papers
Seth Rockman, University of California at Davis
*The School of Industry: Poverty and the Market Revolution in Baltimore, 1797–1807*

Jonathan A. Glickstein, University of California at Santa Barbara
*Pauperism, Chattel Slavery, and the Ideological Construction of Free Market Labor Incentives, 1820–1850*

Comment
Douglas R. Egerton, Le Moyne College
Randolph A. Roth

Cultural Connections: Africa, South Carolina, Brazil, and the Circum-Caribbean
*Wilson 126*

Chair
Jimmie L. Franklin, Vanderbilt University

Papers
Charles W. Joyner, Coastal Carolina University
*The Cultural Triangle: Creolization of African Cultures in South Carolina, Brazil, and the Caribbean*

Jane G. Landers, Vanderbilt University
*Human and Cultural Links in a Transatlantic Chain: Africa, South Carolina, Florida, and Cuba*

Comment
David Barry Caspar, Duke University
SESSION 2  FRIDAY, 10:30 AM–12:30 PM

Masculine Identity

Wilson 126

Chair
Donald Yacovone, Massachusetts Historical Society

Papers
Konstantin Dierks, Brown University
*Cosmopolitan Ideals and Middle-Class Realities: Dilemmas of Masculinity in the Letters of Jeremy Belknap*

Bruce Dorsey, Swarthmore College
*Contested Meanings of Manhood and Reform in the Antebellum City*

Amy S. Greenberg, Penn State University
*"Fighting the Fire Fiend": Transformations in Firefighting Technology and Urban Culture in the Early Nineteenth Century*

Comment
Toby Ditz, Johns Hopkins University
Donald Yacovone

Firebell in the Night? Thomas Jefferson's Unionism

Wilson 115

Chair
Jan E. Lewis, Rutgers University at Newark

Papers
Stuart Leibiger, Princeton University
*Thomas Jefferson and the Missouri Crisis: A Reinterpretation*

Brian Steele, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
*"In the Heart Blood of Every American": Thomas Jefferson and the Union*

Manifest Designs and Many Destinies: American Expansion, 1848–1850

Wilson 105

Chair
Kenneth R. Stevens, Texas Christian University

Papers
Antonio Rafael de la Cova, Univ. of North Florida
*A Forgotten Filibuster Feud: The Round Island Expedition of 1849*

David E. Woodard, University of Minnesota
*The Economics of Southern Expansionism: Duff Green, Mexico, and the Southern Pacific Railroad*
Political Ideology and Social Change

*Wilson 112*

**Chair**

James H. Broussard, Lebanon Valley College

**Papers**

- Harry Laver, University of Kentucky  
  "Chimney Corner Constitutions": Political Ideology and the Process of Democratization in Frontier Kentucky
- Sarah Kidd, University of Missouri  
  "Something Radically Wrong in the Administration of the Government": The Panic of 1819 and the Political Economy of John C. Calhoun
- Clyde A. Haulman, College of William & Mary  
  Virginia and the Panic of 1819

**Comments**

Jeffrey L. Pasley, Florida State University

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION: When, How, and to What Extent did the North and South Become Distinct Societies?

*Wilson 103*

**Panelists**

- Andrew R. L. Cayton, Miami University
- Iver Bernstein, Washington University in St. Louis
- Joyce E. Chaplin, Vanderbilt University
- Peter A. Coclanis, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

**Comment**

The Audience

SESSION 3  FRIDAY, 2:30 PM–4:30 PM

The Enlightenment and its Influence: A Transatlantic Perspective

*Wilson 115*

**Chair**

Barbara B. Oberg, Papers of Benjamin Franklin, Yale University

**Papers**

- Scott C. Martin, Bowling Green State University  
  Engendering Temperance: Women and Drinking in the Early National Era

**Women in the Public Arena**

*Wilson 126*

**Chair**

Johanna N. Shields, Univ. of Alabama in Huntsville

**Papers**

- J. D. Bowers, Indiana University  
  The American Enlightenment and Immigration: The Culture of Americanism in the Early National Period
- David J. Mikosz, Cambridge University  
  A New Character of Americans
- Leslee K. Gilbert, University of Kentucky  
  "A Union with God": Benjamin Franklin and Joseph Priestley's Conception of God, Man, and the Pursuit of Happiness

**Comments**

Colin C. Bonwick, University of Keele
Barbara B. Oberg
Kirsten E. Wood, University of Pennsylvania
Partisan Men and Powerful Women: Gender Politics in the Eaton Affair

Christopher J. Olsen, University of Florida
Women and Party Politics in the Old South: Mississippi in the 1840s and 1850s

Comment
Janet L. Coryell, Western Michigan University

Republicanism and Nationalism
Wilson 113

Chair
Donald J. Ratcliffe, University of Durham

Papers
Robert Page, Georgia State University
Republicanism in the Nationalist Context: The Case of Hezekiah Niles

Jeffrey W. Reed, Emory University
The Development of Conservative Republicanism in the Upper South: Virginia, 1798–1830

Kevin R. Gutman, University of Virginia
Preserving the Patrimony: Governor William Branch Giles and Virginia versus the Federal Tariff

Comment
Donald J. Ratcliffe

Religion and Politics in New England
Wilson 112

Chair
Robert McColley, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Papers
Daniel J. McDonough, University of Tennessee at Martin

Friday, 2:30 pm–4:30 pm

Timothy Dwight and the Attack upon American "Infidelity"

Jonathan D. Sassi, UCLA
"Democrats, Deists, Atheists, Adulterers, and Profligate Men": The Impact of the First Party System upon Public Christianity in Southern New England

Montgomery Buell, Purdue University
"Incapacitated to Do Business, and Insane": Ezekiel Hale and the Threat of Millerism

Comment
Peter S. Field, Tennessee Technological University
Laura Mitchell, Yale University

Saturday, July 20, 1996

Session 4 Saturday 8:30 am–10:15 am

✓ Apocalyptic Christianity in America
Wilson 103

Chair
Daniel Walker Howe, Oxford University

Paper
Paul K. Conkin, Vanderbilt University
Apocalyptic Christianity in America

Comments
Richard Carwardine, University of Sheffield
Diana Butler, University of California at Santa Barbara
Daniel Walker Howe
Northern Honor and Southern Gentility: Rethinking Honor Culture
Wilson 112

Chair
Robert M. Weir, University of South Carolina

Papers
Joanne B. Freeman, University of Virginia
Aristocratic Murder and Democratic Fury: Honor and Politics in Early National New England
Bruce C. Baird, University of Florida
Dueling and the Origins of the New South

Comments
Dickson D. Bruce, Jr., Univ. of California at Irvine
Christopher R. Waldrep, Eastern Illinois University

Creating a Culture of Politics
Wilson 126

Chair
James Roger Sharp, Syracuse University

Papers
Joyce Appleby, UCLA
The First Born U.S. Citizens and the Publicizing of Conflict
Andrew Robertson, American Antiquarian Society
Reconsidering Early Republican Political Culture: From a Deferential to a Deliberative Political Community

Comments
Rosemarie Zagarri, George Mason University
James Roger Sharp

Antipartyism and Party Formation in the Old South
Wilson 113

Chair
Daniel Feller, University of New Mexico

Papers
Anthony Gene Carey, Auburn University
Kicking “General Jackson’s Dog”: Anti-Van Burenism, Antipartyism, and Opposition to the National Democracy in Georgia
Joseph Conan Thompson, Santa Fe Community College
Antiparty Partisan: Willie Person Mangum and the Formation of the Whig Party in North Carolina

Comments
Richard B. Latner, Tulane University
Harry L. Watson, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Flood Control in the Old Southwest
Wilson 115

Chair
Peter A. Coclanis, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Papers
Jeffrey Alan Owens, Louisiana State Univ.
Public Works, Private Labor: The Obligation to Build Levees on the Lower Mississippi River Prior to 1850
George S. Pabis, University of Illinois at Chicago
Rescuing Civilization from the Muddy Waters: Civil Engineering and Mississippi Flood Control, 1846–1851

Comment
Peter A. Coclanis
SESSION 5  SATURDAY, 10:30 AM–12:30 PM

Capital, Labor, & Economic Development
Wilson 115

Chair
David L. Carlton, Vanderbilt University

Papers
Barry Levy, University of Massachusetts at Amherst
*Middling Yankee Orphans under Sail: Maritime Death, the Recruitment of Labor, and the Ethos of Salem, Massachusetts, 1770–1820*

J. Charles Swift, University of Delaware
*“Money is Scarcely and Hard to Get Here”: Capital, Labor, and the Delaware and Schuylkill Canal, 1791–1794*

Christopher Clark, University of York
*Class, Gender, and Economic Development in the Early Republic*

Comment
David L. Carlton

Slavery and Evangelicalism in the South
Wilson 112

Chair
Jean E. Friedman, University of Georgia

Papers
Andrew S. Moore, University of Florida
*Puritans and Slavery in the Antebellum South: Midway Church and the Creation of a Christian Community*

A. James Fuller, Miami University
*“Very Few of These Yankees Will Do”: Basil Manly and the Irony of North-South Relations Among Baptists and Educators in Mid-Nineteenth-Century America*

Coping with the Market Economy
Wilson 113

Chair
Richard R. John, University of Illinois at Chicago

Papers
David Rossell, SUNY, Buffalo
*Speculating on Silkworms: Intertwining Agriculture, Industry, and Profit in Antebellum America*

Joseph T. Rainer, College of William & Mary
*Antebellum Virginia Merchants and the Rage against Disorderly Commerce*

Bruce D. Mactavish, University of Alabama
*Community and the Cotton Market: Northern Mississippi, 1836–1860*

Comment
Richard R. John

Political Economy & Industrial Development
Wilson 126

Chair
John Lauritz Larson, Purdue University

Papers
Lawrence A. Peskin, University of Maryland at College Park
*From Protection to Encouragement: Manufacturing a New Political Economy in New York City, 1783–1793*
Anthony Gronowicz, Penn State Univ. at Hazleton  
*Industrializing Culture, 1828–1850: New York City as a Test Case*  

Michael J. Gagnon, Emory University  
*Networks of Economic Enterprise: Industry and Internal Improvement in the Trans-appalachian Lower South before 1848*  

**COMMENT**  
John Lauritz Larson

---

**Economic Liberalism in Thought & Practice**  
*Wilson 103*

**CHAIR**  
Cathy D. Matson, University of Delaware

**PAPERS**

Hans L. Eicholz, Liberty Fund  
*Possessed by the American Colonists as of Natural Right*: The Economic Liberalism of the Founding Generation

Seth Cotlar, Northwestern University  
*Toward a Historical Understanding of American Liberalism: Two Case Studies in 1790s Transatlantic Radicalism*

Edwin J. Perkins, University of Southern California  
*Jeffersonian Principles and the Shaping of the American Financial Services, 1790–1810*

**COMMENTS**  
William A. Pencak, Penn State University  
Cathy D. Matson

---

**Courting Trouble: Complicating Historical Understandings of Romantic Love**  
*Wilson 115*

**CHAIR**  
Walter J. Fraser, Jr., Georgia Southern University

**PAPERS**

Suzanne D. Cooper, College of William & Mary  
*Quite a Romantick Lover!* Edward Coles and Courtship in the Early Republic

Lucia McMahon, Rutgers University  
*While our Souls Together Blend*: Romantic Readership in the Early Republic

Bridgett Williams-Searle, University of Iowa  
*In fornication you shall not engage, nor Matrimony shall you commit*: Courtship, Marriage, and Bound Labor in Early Indiana

**COMMENT**  
Fredrika J. Teute, Institute of Early American History and Culture
Religion and Frontier Society  
*Wilson 112*

**Chair**  
Alan Gallay, Western Washington University

**Papers**  
Lisa J. Pruitt, Vanderbilt University  
*Millennialism, Missions, and the Trans-Appalachian Frontier*

John R. Dichtl, Indiana University  
*Catholics and their Protestant Neighbors on the Pennsylvania Frontier, 1784–1830*

Amy H. Sturgis, Vanderbilt University  
*James Adair’s Tradition of Ethnography: Millenarians, Rabbis, and the Jewish Indian Theory*

**Comment**  
Elizabeth A. Perkins, Centre College  
Alan Gallay

---

Disease, Medicine, and Society  
*Wilson 113*

**Chair**  
W. J. Rorabaugh, University of Washington

**Papers**  
Sean D. Smith, Vanderbilt University  
*The Business Community and Yellow Fever in 1790s Philadelphia*

A. Karl Yergey, West Virginia University  
*Blood, Mosquitoes, and Black Vomit: Yellow Fever Epidemics in Baltimore, 1794–1819*

Gretchen Adams-Bond, University of Oregon  
"The people rule here in medicine as well as in government": Markets, Medicine, & Middle-Class Formation in the Post-Revolutionary Era

---

Saturday, July 21, 1996

Sunday, 8:30 AM–10:15 AM

Republicanism in Political Thought  
*Wilson 126*

**Chair**  
Lance Banning, University of Kentucky

**Papers**  
Paul A. Rahe, University of Tulsa  
*The Principle of Modern Republicanism*
Michael Zuckert, Carleton College  
*Thomas Jefferson and Natural Rights Republicanism*

**COMMENT**
Lance Banning

---

**Proslavery and Abolition in the Antebellum South**  
*Wilson 115*

**CHAIR**
Eugene D. Genovese, University of Georgia

**PAPERS**
- Anthony A. Iaccarino, UCLA  
  *"Great and Alarming Mischiefs": The Response of Virginia Slaveholders to the Abolition of Slavery in the Northern States*
- Daniel W. Stowell, University of Florida  
  *Zephaniah Kingsley's Proslavery Treatise: Defending a Three-Caste System in Territorial Florida*

**COMMENT**
Larry E. Tise, Benjamin Franklin National Memorial  
Eugene D. Genovese

---

**Law and Politics**  
*Wilson 112*

**CHAIR**
David T. Konig, Washington University in St. Louis

**PAPERS**
- Andrew S. Rotter, University of California at Irvine  
  *Where Did the Jury Sit in Post-Revolutionary America? Jury Rights and Anti-Federalist Opposition to the Constitution in Pennsylvania and Virginia*
- Mark A. Graber, Univ. of Maryland at College Park  
  *Dogs Not Barking in the Night: The Missing Internal Improvements and Tariff Cases in the Taney Court*

---

**Jacksonian Politics Reconsidered**  
*Wilson 115*

**CHAIR**
Peter B. Knupfer, Kansas State University

**PAPERS**
- James Rigali, University of Washington  
  *The Election of 1824: The Little Magician Reconsidered*
- Wade Shaffer, West Texas A & M University  
  *The Partisan Press and the Election of 1828 in Virginia*
- Colin McCoy, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign  
  *Andrew Jackson and the Problem of Public Order*

**COMMENT**
Peter B. Knupfer

---

**New Perspectives on Jeffersonian Territorial Expansion**  
*Wilson 112*

**CHAIR**
Frank Reuter, Texas Christian University, emeritus

**PAPERS**
- Gene A. Smith, Texas Christian University  
  *Jeffersonian Manifest Destiny in the Spanish Gulf South: Conquering Without War*
- Robert M. S. McDonald, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
  *Heroism or Hypocrisy? Public Views of Jefferson's Louisiana Purchase*
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**New Books**

**MARY BOYKIN CHESNUT**  
**A Confederate Woman’s Life**  
MARY A. DECRÉDICO  
248 pp., cloth, $28.95; paper, $14.95  
**American Profiles Series**

**JEFFERSON & MADISON**  
**Three Conversations from the Founding**  
LANCE BANNING  
256 pp., cloth, $27.95; paper, $17.95

**A PLANTERS’ REPUBLIC**  
**The Search for Economic Independence in Revolutionary Virginia**  
BRUCE A. RAGSDALE  
320 pp., cloth, $34.95

**SLAVERY AND THE LAW**  
PAUL FINKELMAN, ED.  
480 pp., cloth, $44.95—September.
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232 pp., cloth $29.95
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256 pp., cloth, $29.95—August.
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